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Finds on your Doorstep – 6000 years of life in Winteringham - finds recorded on the 

Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin Foreman, 

Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire 
 

 

The Prehistoric period, Neolithic to Bronze Age (4000 – 800 BC) 17 records 

 
Prehistoric objects from Winteringham have been discovered in the course of searching for later, usually 

Roman, finds. As with that Roman material, all come from south of the Haven Drain, probably marking the 

limit of searchable deposits. 

Stone Age finds include arrowheads for hunting and one-piece tools used to process kills. Early Bronze Age 

flint arrowheads and tools come from the northern edge of much the same area, along with a gold ornament. 

No Bronze Age material lay north of Winteringham, and other metalwork of the Middle-to-Late Bronze Age 

(1800-800 BC) all comes from the landward side of the parish. 

 

Hunting arrowheads may suggest wildfowling trips on the Humber from the late Neolithic period onwards. 

The same weapons might be used in war: Bronze Age boats from a boatyard at North Ferriby, on the north 

bank, could carry war-bands as easily as cargo, and a replica has been found capable of maritime voyages*. 

 

                                             
Neolithic leaf arrowhead           Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age barbed and tanged arrowheads 

 

Neolithic blades or piercers and Bronze Age scrapers were all tools used to clean meat and work hides. 

These might denote nearby settlement, but all could also be used to process kills where they were made. 

 

        
NLM-5D1062                     NLM-66EC34                NLM-633693 NLM-696494      NLM-C2BA86         NLM-F8611D         NLM-C2F891   NLM-9E8895   

                    Probably late Neolithic knives, piercer and scraper            Early Bronze Age Scrapers 

 

A gold coil was an ornament for hair or ear and a razor suggests care for coiffure. A later bronze ingot and 

an un-useable axehead both mark deposits of a valued raw material. The spearhead was broken in antiquity. 

  

      
     NLM-9CECFC           NLM-A84697            NLM-6AD861                                                 NLM-6ABEB8                                         NLM-6CD9D4            

Hair ornament and razor      Ingot fragments and a miscast socketed axe       Late Bronze Age spear 

 

* All at sea on the Humber… 

The Humber region can boast Europe’s earliest ocean-going vessels. Plank-built boats dared to between 

1800 BC and 800 BC have been excavated at North Ferriby, East Riding of Yorkshire, and craft of similar 
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construction have been reported from Brigg. Hollowed-out log-boat barges have also been found at Brigg, 

and at Hasholme, again on the north bank. The North Ferriby site is considered to mark a prehistoric 

boatyard, and vessels launched from there could have made landfall at Winteringham within an hour given 

favourable tides. A half-sized replica Ferriby boat was successfully put through its sea-trials on the Solent in 

2006. 

 

 

The Iron Age (800 BC – AD 43)  46 records        

 

Iron Age material is dominated by coins of gold, copper alloy and silver: yellow and white metals whose 

tints may have been significant to the uses these coins were first struck for. Though the group is mainly 

inscribed issues of the locally dominant East Midlands Corieltauvi tribe, it includes a coin of the Iceni of 

Norfolk and five of Cunobelinus, chief of the Catevellauni of Kent and Hertfordshire. Though these were the 

southern neighbours of the Corieltauvian territory, coins are more likely to have arrived at Winteringham by 

water: the Humber had a maritime tradition stretching back to the Bronze Age. 

 

Copper alloy Corieltauvi coins span the range from earlier uninscribed issues of 50-20 BC to those with 

lettering which date to AD 10-40. The addition of issuers’ names followed the example of Roman coins. 

 

      
No name, just a horse logo                Vepo                   Two coins of  Esvprasv             Avnt Cost                Volisios 

      CCI-640009                  CCI-981476                  CCI-951059            CCI-981944                  CCI-981499                CCI-981941                   CCI-982124 

 

Gold coins also run from uninscribed to named issues. It is considered that their numerous later coins 

indicate that chiefs of the Corieltauvi were among the most powerful rulers of pre-Conquest Britain. 

 

               
Gold stater and a quarter                               Two coins of Vepo                              Two coins of Eprasv                       

 CCI-930781                  NLM-693B5C                             CCI-981945                  CCI-750014                                     CCI-840727              CCI-10421                  

       

Silver issues imitated Roman coins in some aspects, and were perhaps dedicated to different purposes. The 

names on some coins have been speculatively translated into descriptive titles by reference to Old Welsh*.  

 

        

      Horse or horse and boar motifs                             Three coins of Vepo                                 Avnt Cost          Volisios 
   CCI-750011                   CCI-650013               CCI-42453             CCI-981502          CCI-962197          CCI-750019              NLM-8CF908           CCI-740026 

 

Iron Age dress fittings include a dress-fastening pin earlier than the coins, and brooches of a similar date to 

them. Brooch types of the later Iron Age were to be more widely distributed by the Roman market economy. 
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Middle Iron Age Pin                      Late Iron Age bow brooch types                       Silver coin of the Iceni 
        NLM-6379E7                            NLM-CCD4F3               NLM-199188                    NLM-E7F878                                     CCI-981946 

 

 

*What’s in a (Celtic) name? 

Vepo may mean word or voice, and is occasionally coupled with C, perhaps standing for Comes, from the 

Latin for companion. 

Esu-prasu may mean lord-protector, possibly denoting a priest-chief. 

Aunt Cost may combine Aun, a Celtic prefix with no clear meaning, with Catus, which may mean cat.  

Volisios may be a name including Vol, a prefix possibly referring to blood. 

These suggestions are advanced in the ABC book on Celtic coins, though the languages of the Britons were 

never written down. 

 

 
 

The Roman period (AD 43-410)  382 records 

 
Old Winteringham has long been recognised as an unusually well-preserved Roman site; noted by 

antiquarian writers, the site of its Roman fort has been turning up finds for centuries. Modern excavations 

have also investigated this outpost at the north end of Ermine Street, which marked the north-west frontier of 

the Roman Empire up to AD 70. 

Concentrations of finds are plotted on either side of a sharp bend in the modern road as it departs from the 

line of Ermine Street, and in a broad diagonal band to the north-west of this. Others lay about the fringe of 

the modern village. 
 

About 100 brooches include a range spanning the Iron Age to Romano-British transition, and types linked to 

the 1st-century Army. Hod Hill brooches are named after an Invasion-period site, closely dated to AD 50.  

 

              
    Aucissa brooches          Hod Hill brooches, often with a silvery coating matching military equipment 
  NLM-8B6197     NLM-8B53A2                    NLM-E95CF1      NLM-E967F1     NLM-E97B35        NLM-E9D092       NLM-8C4982               NLM-15D416 

 

 

Fittings from military kit include a hinge from armour, and belt mounts. A belt helped distribute the weight 

of armour, and held weapons. Cavalry horses ridden by auxiliary troops had decorated bridles and pendants. 

         
Hinge                   Phallic motif and other strap mounts                     Horse harness: bridle and pendants    
NLM-5583F7               NLM-126D42                   NLM-2A8B4C               NLM-CCF911     NLM-650C44          NLM-EAAAA2   NLM-552A61 NLM-900D1D 
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The commonest form is the plain bow brooch, the earliest with springs and the later types hinged. These are 

common where auxiliaries were posted, though whether worn by the soldiers or their women is uncertain. 

 

       

        Bow brooches dated to c.AD 60-80; later versions had coloured enamel trim on the head or bow 
    NLM-EAE7E5           NLM-CD15E3            NLM-BF0D5D             DUR-7535E4                       NLM-8B0974        NLM-8AD898          NLM-EABB41 

 

Plain mushroom studs are linked to soldiers’ equipment, as may be knee and P-shaped brooches. Gilt plate 

brooches were perhaps badges of rank. These finds may point to renewed military activity in the 3rd century. 

 

      

     Military belt studs             Large and small knee brooches     P-shaped fragment   Gilded brooch 
      NLM-EB3CD0           NLM-195075             NLM-22B1A2               NLM-9AD894    NLM-8C57B7           NLM-9ABC16             DUR-9B5295 

 
 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) continued 

 
Given an ample sample of brooches, it is odd that only two Corieltauvian bow and fantail brooches appear, 

while the ‘East Midlands’ enamelled’ seems absent. So, too, are Brigantian dragonesque brooches. Trumpet 

brooches, with Lincolnshire and Yorkshire origins suspected, are common, as are headstud brooches, for 

some of which manufacture at Castleford, West Yorkshire, is suggested.  

The coins reported to the PAS database supplement larger collections from Winteringham dominated by 

early Roman issues. Of the later material, radiates (of 260-296) and coins of the House of Constantine (306-

361) are numerous, but the profile of the House of Valentinian (364-378) is oddly low. 
 

Trumpet brooches include types from Lincolnshire and Yorkshire which became popular in eastern Britain.  

 

         
                         Trumpet brooches are frequent finds; numerous fragments also appear 
       NLM-179E05            NLM-0E252A         NLM-025CC3              NLM-EA29E2       NLM-EA0D88       NLM-E9F984              NLM-5B2045 

 

 

The fantail foot characteristic of the Corieltauvi is rare, though the enamelled bows of headstud brooches 

may pander to a regional preference. Some may have been made at Roman Castleford, in West Yorkshire. 

 

        

     Fantailed brooches                 Headstud brooches, many with enamel cells down their bows 
NLM-8B80E1             NLM-6D9218               NLM-170F03          NLM-8BFE03            NLM-8BB056    NLM-8BA1B7         NLM-69D573     NLM-69BC76 
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Early Roman coins include larger base metal coins for smaller transactions and silver denarii to pay troops. 

The frequency with which Severan issues appear may arise from their military campaigns in north Britain.  
 

      

         Nero                    Vespasian               Trajan                 Hadrian    The House of Septimius Severus  
    NLM-BF2B2B                    NLM-275873             NLM-29D578    NLM-61A270    NLM-61D498      NLM-22BA05       NLM-221EC3       NLM-E8513D 

 

Radiate coins, most issues of breakaway Gallic Emperors; Carausius appears, but Allectus, the last, does not. 

 

        

        Radiates: some early examples are silver-washed, though later issues gave up this pretence   
NLM-0E5BF7            NLM-211660         NLM-222FE8     NLM-BEE3D5       NLM-CC8988    NLM-6DB0B3   NLM-AAACA3   NLM-A9B6A1  NLM-224AB7 

 

The House of Constantine presided over a period when convoys took British grain to troops on the Rhine, a 

trade which must have passed Winteringham. Coins of the later House of Valentinian seem much rarer here. 

 

        

               Issues of the House of Constantine, in good condition                    Valentinian and Gratian 
  NLM-447C51        NLM-0778F2       NLM-0E6E04      NLM-402174   NLM-B77C57      NLM-00D5D7      NLM-8D0B2A      NLM-B73DA6  DUR-B83F47 

 
 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) continued 

 
Some objects indicate the strong influence of Mediterranean culture, even at the edge of Empire. This 

influence permeated Britain most extensively in the 2nd century AD, reflecting investment in a large army of 

occupation and the stabilising of imperial frontiers, and the levels of manpower this required. Though later 

coins show Roman administration continued, the artefacts to accompany them become much rarer, as if 

fewer people had less to invest, or less reason to invest, in Roman identities along the Humber bank. A fall-

off in deposition over the last half century of Roman rule is also noted in Trent-side parishes. 
 

Classical styles were represented at Winteringham, though they were rendered with very variable sensitivity. 

Seals for writing letters and steelyard weights for use on a beam balance are rare in such a large assemblage. 

           
           Cupid                     Goat              Seal box lids and holed base               Lead steelyard weights  
     NLM-36FA1E                           NLM270                NLM-0E4E9A           NLM-772CDC      NLM-FA4126         NLM-90852B         NLM-66B184 

 

 

Wearing a finger ring was a Roman custom. Early types might have an inset gem representing a guardian 

god or hero. Others had lettered inscriptions. Three later rings were found, and probably hidden, together. 

                 
Perseus   Inset, lettered and bird motifs     Rings of 3rd century types, the middle three found together 
NLM-382206  NLM-63D0F1   NLM-63ADF7 NLM-8A6096        NLM-22A828           DUR-AF00F2       DUR-AED1B2        DUR-AE8882       NLM-A22FA3 
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The Early Medieval period (410 - 1066) 40 records 

 
The coming of the Anglo-Saxons is faintly discernible at Winteringham. A solitary 6th-century brooch might 

indicate a grave, but, if so, it was alone. An enamelled hanging-bowl mount and spearhead from west of the 

church may mark another. Like that mount, a penannular brooch hints at Celtic influence.  

The late Roman to early-medieval transition at Winteringham resembles that suggested by finds from the 

Trentside parish of Alkborough and its neighbour West Halton. A British presence might arise from the 

robust survival of a regional enclave from later Roman times, or from the resurgent sub-Roman influence of 

powers to the north and west. 
 

Isolated finds of the Early Anglo-Saxon period may hint at a few scattered graves. These include as much 

evidence for British influence from the west as they do for Germanic settlement from across the North Sea. 

 

                                      
   Anglo-Saxon brooch of c.500-600       Bowl mount and spear of 550-600      British penannular brooch   
                            NLM-8FA021                                                      NLM-A78620                     NLM-6C8F13                                   NLM-A11E87 

 

 
 

The Early Medieval period (410 - 1066) continued 

 
Middle Saxon (700-850) objects near Winteringham confirm its reoccupation by that time, and silver coins 

suggest an engagement with further-flung trade. The arrival of the Vikings is signalled by an assertively 

pagan pendant, of which other types have been reported from along the Humber bank. These finds may 

mark a waterside community, and perhaps include a hoard of woodworking tools.  

Anglo-Scandinavian finds include functional objects of lead. The activities these represent included the 

spinning of fibre for cloth or cord, and fishing with nets. This was common on the Trent, and Winteringham 

seems more closely linked to its Trent-side neighbours than to others. 
 

Middle Saxon objects still included enamelled work pointing to British craftsmanship. Other objects 

resemble those from an estate centre at Flixborough: Winteringham may even have had its own tool hoard. 

 

            
    Pinhead and strap ends                 Spindle whorls                        Silver coins                           Lead net sinkers  

NLM-9D1C77  NLM-3F000D  NLM-6CCF71   NLM-907406         NLM-CF01B4     DUR-742D12   NLM-6E0691  NLM-199F88  NLM-B71438   NLM-574051 

                                                                     
                                                                                   Carpentry axes                    Iron knife 
                                                                    NLM-A77612              NLM-6CB595                         NLM-6CC3B2             
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A Viking pendant depicts Odin. Accompanying weights may also point to a Viking presence, and the exotic 

origins of an Arab coin and cowrie weight show how far a Viking might have travelled before coming here. 

 

                    

      Odin pendant    Dress hook   Lead strap end     Dirham and ‘cowrie’    Weights or game pieces                                               
                   NLM-7F954A           NLM-690E01             NLM-8823B2               NLM-9D03B6  NLM-AAF2D2          NLM-A9C92A      NLM-D5081C 

 

Dress fittings, a Late Saxon brooch and spindle whorls show an Anglo-Scandinavian community with much 

in common with its Middle Saxon predecessors, as well as with its neighbours along the Humber and Trent. 

 

                  

              Buckles, strap end and lead brooch                Lead spindle whorls, probably for plying cord 
NLM-344A45        NLM-00309C            NLM-32F5DD       NLM-414ACB          NLM-C43D17      NLM-8D37EE   NLM-AB2813  NLM-B72534 NLM-A79191 

                                                         
                                     Anglo-Scandinavian stirrup mounts of the 11th century 
                                                                                    NLM-A80B93 NLM1077 

 

 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) 137 records 
 

Medieval finds are distributed across the parish, suggesting that reclamation of riverside land north of the 

village and the Haven Drain had been achieved by this time. Coins point to an active community between 

the mid-12th century and the end of the Middle Ages. This superficial indication of prosperity is confirmed 

by numerous fragments of metal cooking pots; expensive domestic assets. Shield-shaped weights may mark 

transactions for small quantities of bulk goods. However, dress accessories, another indicator of the turnover 

of objects in daily use, are not so common as to suggest their frequent disposal; most are of later-medieval 

date. 

 

Silver coins indicate continuous medieval deposition with a possible hiatus c.1377-1422. This may hint at 

the impact of the Black Death, not so much in the time of plague, but over the next two or three generations. 

 

  
                                     Medieval silver coins from Henry II to Henry VI (1154-1461) 
NLM-18300F                 NLM-8F1E11               NLM-3753B5                  NLM-3E58E3                NLM-29F297            NLM-E0D86D     NLM-E27D92 

 

Buckles were usually of simple cast one-piece forms which could be made locally; only one is of composite 

construction, probably from an urban workshop – cheaper buckles were the common sort at Winteringham. 
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                      Buckles from 1250 to 1450 show a consistent preference for simpler forms 
   NLM-6CF880    NLM-17F373  DUR-768DB2     NLM-403DA7     NLM-E9309E          DUR-769FB0    NLM-CCC063   NLM-3392A9 NLM-3A65CE 

 

Fragments of copper alloy cooking pots may provide an index of local prosperity to compare with that 

offered by coins. They may turn up in fields because recycling of metal was done outside the village. 

 
             Metal vessel legs: Black staining is sooting from prolonged use on open flat hearths 
NLM-29BB53                    NLM-CD5F78                      NLM-15E8F0                  NLM-140344                 NLM-56E3E8      NLM-723F13       NLM-F76E36 

 

Lead weights for trade and for fishing lines or nets. A triangular offcut with a stag’s head stamped motif 

and a motto ‘I am loyal’ may be a brand mark of a local lead merchant, perhaps named Hubert or Eustace. 

         

      Shield shaped and other ‘trade’ weights                   Weights for fishing with net or line     Offcut 
          NLM-3EF416                     NLM-CDE727               NLM-BD3636        NLM-E0A366    NLM-E94DCC   NLM-AB0D12     NLM-A73311  NLM-C218B8  

 

 

 

The Post-Medieval period (1500-1900) 242 records 

 
Post-medieval objects have been discovered while searching for earlier material, but also lie more densely 

around the village whence most came. They have been found up to the modern Humber shore. Dress 

accessories are common, including buckles, buttons and mounts, the latter often from leatherwork. Earlier 

buckles are for clothing, with shoe buckles more common from the 18th century on.  

Whorls suggest the spinning of fibre was a cottage industry, perhaps supplying rope-makers. Some were 

homemade, and an ingot shows domestic recycling of lead from which they were cast. A few brass animal 

bells also show that sheep were kept. 
 

Buckles for clothing were predominantly double looped forms, and might sometimes have continued in use 

after breakage. Later curved buckles are from shoes, and became fashionable from the later 17th century.  
 

       

                                     Buckles to fasten straps, clothing or belts                                              Shoe buckle 
    NLM-591467          NLM-D77E63          NLM-D5FACD       NLM-883EF5     NLM-2AFD53               NLM-B2C5F4              NLM-638556   NLM-17DCAE 

 

Lead alloy buttons might be cast or copied at home; some 17th-century examples bear Royalist portraits. 

        
                                     Lead alloy buttons                                         ‘Royalist’ motifs        Brass button 
NLM-1B6CCC            NLM-CD6688     NLM-1971C3                 NLM-635F04          NLM-345DD2  NLM-8AAF01  NLM-8AA0D2    NLM-A82977 
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Mounts resemble medieval types and may refer to similar subjects, but have integral rivets. Most are for 

leatherwork, though its curved profile may show one was attached to the wall of a turned wooden vessel. 

 
 

           

      Heart or fleur de lis mounts                      Floral mounts                 Bar or vessel mounts  Cockleshell 
         NLM-29C432        NLM-EFCEEF         NLM-2A9378            NLM-227980           NLM-D60D90        NLM-A70764   NLM-5D6876       NLM-586991 
 

Spindle whorls may have spun hemp to make rope. Some were cast at home using an old whorl as a master, 

so the patterns tend to break down. A lead ingot was moulded with a fist and finger pressed into damp sand. 

 

         
     NLM-F3825D           NLM-09973A            NLM-B64110             NLM-56FE25         NLM-66CD34                 NLM-3EE896 

                          Spindle whorls cast from lead                                         Fist and finger ingot 
 

 

Spherical bells were attached to animals, probably sheep; a bell wether would lead other sheep in the flock. 

 

                                    

                                                                                            Brass animal bells 
                                                           NLM-3606B8                                     NLM-CD17F8                     NLM-9AF962 


